Resource allocation problems consist of assigning resources to tasks. These problems are dynamic when tasks appear in a non predictable way. The problem is to assign resources to tasks over time to maximize total pro ts over a given horizon. Applications of dynamic resource allocation problems arise in many settings, ranging from managing emergency vehicles, medical testing vehicles, sales people, and military force deployment. However, our motivating application is eet management, which arises in truckload trucking, rail and shipping. In this context, a eet of vehicles resources must be assigned to loads tasks that have the e ect of moving the vehicle from one location to the next. Of course, vehicles are reusable and therefore must be managed after they have nished a task.
A eet management problem is illustrated by gure 1. This gure shows a snapshot of a freight transportation system. Nodes represent terminals and links represent the possibility of o ering transportation service between a pair of terminals. Throughout this work, we assume that the eet of vehicles is homogenous. Any v ehicle can be assigned to satisfy a load, provided that the vehicle is at the terminal where the load originates. Once the load is delivered, the vehicle that had been assigned to it becomes available at the destination of the load at the time it arrives there.
Loads are characterized by a fairly simple set of data. Each load has a departure time window which gives the earliest and latest departure times for a load. Time windows may be one sided as often happens in freight transportation. A load can be assigned a vehicle at any time within the time window. If a load is not assigned a vehicle by the latest departure time, it is considered lost. A contribution, or pro t, is collected when a load is moved. Loads are distributed unevenly over space and time. Some terminals may h a ve many more inbound than outbound loads over a period of time. In order to satisfy more loads and increase the total pro t, vehicles can be repositioned empty at a cost.
Models of dynamic eet management problems can be categorized by heterogeneity of the eet, types of demand forecasts, whether demand backlogging or time windows are considered, and their consideration of other operating issues primarily for rail. The simplest model assumes a homogeneous eet, no demand backlogging departure times for each load are xed and deterministic demand forecasts White & Bomberault 1969 , White 1972 , Herren 1973 ,Herren 1977 , Turnquist 1986 and Joborn 1995 . Stochastic demands without backlogging have been considered by P owell 1996, Frantzeskakis & Powell 1990 , and Cheung & Powell 1996 . Jordan & Turnquist 1983 considered both stochastic demands and demand backlogging, but assumed that once a car was sent empty, i t w ould never be moved again. More recently, Crainic, Gendreau & Dejax 1993 suggest a stochastic, dynamic model for empty container distribution, but do not report any computational experiments.
Interestingly, the issue that appears to have received the least attention is the presence of time windows or demand backlogging the ability to serve a demand at di erent points in time. Some models formulate the problem e ectively as a distribution problem once a vehicle is assigned to a demand, it leaves the system where time windows are easily handled Turnquist 1986 , Joborn 1995 . The problem is much harder when we w ant to model our ability to use a vehicle over again. Airline applications typically assume departure times are xed, which greatly simpli es the modeling. In freight applications, on the other hand, these time windows can be quite wide.
E orts to explicitly model time windows typically result in a linear programming with a GUB generalized upper bounding constraint see Magnanti & Simpson 1978 or Powell, Jaillet & Odoni 1995 . Non-integer solutions can be obtained by solving the linear relaxation of the problem. This approach results in using rounding heuristics to obtain integer solutions, as branching is impractical for the big problems found in the real world. In case the departure time windows are wide, the resulting linear program is very degenerate and solution times su er. Futhermore, problems have to be highly simpli ed to t within this framework.
Powell & Carvalho 1998a i n troduces an approach that addresses some of the shortcomings of the more traditional methods to solve dynamic resource allocation problems. Instead of the more classical formulation as a time-space network as illustrated in gure 2, the problem can be viewed as controlling a network of queues, a formulation which is termed a logistics queueing network. The LQN approach uses a linear approximation of the future, which results in the problem decomposing into local problems for each terminal at each time period. In the single commodity case homogeneous resources, each local problem reduces to a sorting of the di erent m o vement loaded or empty options out of a terminal at a given time. The global e ect of the decisions at each local problem is captured by the presence of control variables in each local problem. The local problems are solved iteratively, and the control variables are reevaluated after each solution.
The LQN approach has several advantages over conventional methods. It provides integer solu-tions. It allows for considering a wide array of real world constraints that cannot be easily modeled as linear constraints, such as crew labor regulations, load priorities, maintenance requirements and exceptions. Using the gradient approximation method developed in Powell & Carvalho 1998a , this approach returned solutions that are within 2 3 percent of the optimal value for the linear relaxation of the problem.
One di culty faced in the gradient approximation method is that the gradients tend to change quite abruptly from iteration to iteration. The strategy used in Powell & Carvalho 1998a to lessen the e ect of these changes over the control variables is to smooth the gradients of each solution with gradients obtained in previous iterations.
The contributions of this paper are two-fold. 1 This is the rst paper to formally present the dynamic eet management problem in a control-theoretic setting. While the methodology is an extension of the approach suggested in Powell & Carvalho 1998a , no prior work has formally proposed solving the problem as a dynamic control problem. 2 Using this new formulation, we introduce a multiplier adjustment algorithm that improves on the subgradient approximation used in Powell & Carvalho 1998a . We give the steps of the method, and show that it produces higher quality solutions with greater stability less jumping from one iteration to another. The new algorithm, called LAMA linear approximation, multiplier adjustment, is shown to produce objective function values on deterministic datasets that are 0.7 percent better, on average, than the gradient approximation method. Viewed di erently, the new method produces solutions that are 97.7 percent of the optimal linear relaxation, as opposed to the 97.0 percent produced using the gradient approximation algorithm. These results were produced with run times that were three to four times slower than the gradient approximation method, but still 10 times faster than the linear programming code used to develop the optimal noninteger solution.
In Section 1 we present a review of the main analytical results from Powell & Carvalho 1998a , including the integer program for the problem and the equations to compute the gradient approximations. In section 2 we i n troduce the basic idea for the LAMA method and derive equations to update multipliers. The algorithm is presented in section 3. In section 4 we present n umerical results and contrast them with those obtained in Powell & Carvalho 1998a . The conclusion and directions for future research are presented in Section 5.
Review of the LQN Approach
This section is divided in three parts. In the rst part we present the integer program for the problem. The integer program is necessary to evaluate the quality of the solutions obtained using the LAMA method. In the second part we brie y review the subgradient algorithm developed in Powell & Carvalho 1998a . The third part is composed of the equations to compute the gradients, which are also used in the LAMA method to update the multipliers and the upper bounds.
Integer Program
In order to formulate this problem as an integer program, we use the following notation. t always refers to a discrete point in time, and T is the integer length of the model horizon. The indices i and j always refer to points in space, and the pair i; t refers to a point in space time. If i;j is the travel time from city i to city j, then we use the triplet i; j; t to denote a link from space-time node i; t t o n o d e j; t + i;j .
Network variables:
C is the set of terminals i in the network. i;j is the travel time between terminal i 2 C and terminal j 2 C . W e let max be the longest possible travel time.
l The travel time for load l.
N is the set of nodes i; t; i 2 C , t T, in the dynamic network.
Activity v ariables:
L is the set of loads l available within the planning horizon, T.
T l is the set of feasible departure times for satisfying load l 2 L , otherwise known as the departure time window.
L s i;j;t is the set of loads l 2 L with origin i and destination j having t as a feasible departure time. This is the static version of this set hence the superscript s. Later we de ne a dynamic version of this set, denoted simply L i;j;t which includes the loads that are available to be moved at time t. F or the purposes of formulating the initial integer program, we need to de ne the set of loads that might b e m o ved at time t but which may h a ve been moved prior to time t. R i;t is the net in ow R i;t 0 or out ow R i;t 0 of vehicles at terminal i at time t. R i;0 is the set of vehicles available at time 0. In our numerical work, we assume that R i;t = 0 ; t 0, but in practice this will rarely be true. r l;t is the revenue generated by c hoosing time t to satisfy load l. c i;j is the cost of repositioning one vehicle over link i; j; t. This may depend on time, but in our work, we h a ve assumed that it is stationary.
Decision variables:
x l;t = 1 if load l is served at time t. z l = 1 if load l is never served within the time window. y i;j;t is the numb e r o f v ehicles being repositioned empty along link i; j; t. If i = j, y i;i;t represents the numb e r o f v ehicles in inventory at terminal i from time t to time t + 1 . In general, y i;j;t is the number of vehicles moving empty from i; t t o j; t + i;j . w i;j;t is the total ow o f v ehicles on the dynamic link i; j; t. where constraints 3 restrict the maximum number of vehicles to be assigned to each load to one and constraints 4 and 5 enforce ow conservation. In the experimental section, the linear relaxation of this integer program is solved in order to provide a bound on the objective function. We compare this bound to values of the objective function using the multiplier adjustment method developed in this paper.
The Subgradient Algorithm for LQN
In order to state the basic equations for the subgradient algorithm, we need the additional activity variables: L i;t is the set of loads l with origin i having t as a feasible departure time.
L i;j;t is the set of loads l with origin i and destination j, which are available to move a t time t and have not been moved at a time prior to time t at a given solution. This is the dynamic version of the set L s i;j;t .
L i;t is made of the union of all sets L i;j;t for all the destinations j 2 C .
L t = S i2C;t 0 t L i;t 0 L 0 i;t is the set of loads l with origin i, where t is the beginning of the time window T l .
L f i;t is the set of loads l with origin i, where t is the end of the time window T l .
Let V i;t be the numb e r o f v ehicles available at node i; t, i.e., the total ow e n tering node i; t. Following Powell et al. 1995 , the objective function can be expressed in the recursive form by: g i;t x t ; y t ; V i;t ; L i;t = X l2L i;t r l;t x l;t , X j2C c i;j y i;j;t 8 G t V t ; L t = max xt;yt X i2C g i;t x t ; y t ; V i;t ; L i;t + G t+1 V t+1 ; L t+1 9 subject to constraints governing ow conservation and system dynamics which w e present later in the context of the recursive form. g i;t is the contribution to the objective function of the decisions taken at time t at terminal i and G t is the contribution to the objective function of the decisions taken from time t to the end of the planning horizon.
The LQN approach consists of choosing an approximation for the value function, represented by G t+1 V t+1 ; L t+1 in equation 9 and constraining the variables that represent empty m o ves y with upper bounds. These bounds are necessary because the approximation for the value function uncouples the decisions for di erent terminals. We de ne u i;j;t as the upper bound on y i;j;t .
Our solution approach begins by replacing G t+1 in equation 9 with a linear approximation. If all movements required one time period, we w ould write:
G t x t ; y t ; V t ; L t ; t+1 = X i2C g i;t x t ; y t ; V i;t ; L i;t + t+1 V t+1
10
Here and elsewhere, the multiplication of two v ectors, as in t+1 V t+1 , is assumed to be a scalar product. We can modify 10 to handle multiperiod travel times if we de ne: V i;t;t 0 = The numb e r o f v ehicles inbound to location i at time t 0 that were dispatched at time t. where the slope t+1 is termed the spatial potential function for vehicles at terminal i at time t + 1 because i;t is a measure of how useful a vehicle at node i; t can be. We nd it useful to also de ne the optimal solution which w e use shortly:
x l;t ;u = x l;t V i;t ; t+1 ; u i;t ; L i;t = The optimal value of x t in equation 13 : y i;j;t ;u = y i;j;t V i;t ; t+1 ; u i;t ; L i;t = The optimal value of y t in equation 13 :
After evaluating the scalar product t+1 V t+1 , w e arrive at: Henceforth, we will only refer to the multiperiod travel time form of the problem.
Let us de ne i;t as a subgradient o f G t with respect to V i;t :
In the subgradient algorithm, the spatial potential function at node i; t is de ned as an averaged right gradient o f G t with respect to V i;t over previous iterations call it +n i;t for iteration n.
The approximation uncouples the problems at di erent terminals, so that we arrive at the local problem for each terminal i at each time period t: 
where the set L s k;t is the set of loads with origin k that were assigned a vehicle at time t.
In passing, we note that problem 17 is solved using a simple sort. We create a list of options, where an option is to take a load l or move empty to some location j. A loaded option has a value r l;t + +n j;t+ l while an empty option has a value ,c i;j + +n j;t+ i;j . Options are ranked from highest to lowest value, and ow is assigned to an option up to the bound for that option. Loaded options all have a bound of 1, while empty options are limited by the upper bound u i;j;t . W e generally assume that the option of holding a vehicle represented by the empty o w y i;i;t , i s u n bounded to preserve feasibility.
We n o w turn our attention to the functions x l;t ;u and y i;j;t ;u. In our original formulation, x t and y t were decision variables. Now w e nd that we can view and u as the decision vectors which, along with V i;t and L i;t , determine x t and y t . This view allows us to reformulate the problem in an elegant w ay. Equation 24 now represents the dynamic eet management problem as a dynamic control problem, which i n volves nding the values for and u to maximize total pro ts.
The LQN approach consists of three main steps gure 3. The forward pass consists of solving the local problem at each node. The backward pass consists of nding values for the gradients i;t .
There are two t ypes of control that must be adjusted. One is the upper bound on empty m o ves. The gradients computed in the backward pass are used to estimate the impact in the objective function of increasing or decreasing an upper bound. The other control is the spatial potential function. In the case of the subgradient algorithm, they consist simply of weighting the gradients at the present iteration with the gradients from the previous iteration. For iteration n + 1 :
where is the smoothing factor such that 0 1. The subgradient algorithm returned solutions that are within 2 , 3 percent of optimality for most cases.
1. loaded, we h a ve to consider two cases. The rst case is where we m o ve a loaded that otherwise was not covered. In this case, we capture the additional revenue, and we add another vehicle at the destination of the load. The situation is somewhat more complicated if we use the additional vehicle at node i; t t o c o ver a load that would otherwise have been covered at a later time t 0 t . In this case, we h a ve start with the same impact of covering a load at time t, and then we h a ve to consider the impact of not covering the same load at t 0 . This e ect is the same as losing the future revenue which might be di erent if revenues are time dependent, which then adds another vehicle at location i; t 0 because it is no longer covering the load, but take s a v ehicle away from the destination of the load at node j 0 ; t + l .
We write the expression for + i;t 0 as an approximation since, as argued in Powell & Carvalho 1998a, it is not even a valid subgradient for the problem, but appears to work very well in practice. The expression would be a valid subgradient if there were no time windows that is, if loads had to be served at a xed point in time. This approximation results in decoupling the local problems for di erent terminals. Therefore, in order to prevent the ooding of some terminals with vehicles, we i n troduce upper bounds u i;j;t on the empty m o ves.
After replacing the approximation for the recourse function in 9, we arrive at the local problem, which is the problem to be solved at every node i; t. In the subgradient algorithm, the spatial potential function for iteration n + 1 is de ned as a w eighted average of the gradient and the spatial potential funtion from iteration n as in the updating equation 25. The gradient approximations may c hange abruptly from one iteration to the next. As the spatial potential function appears in the objective function of the local problem 17 21, a change in may alter the optimal ordering of tasks. This results in unexpected changes in the solution and an objective function that bounces up and down with the iteration number.
In this section we propose a multiplier adjustment method to adjust as an improving step.
The control of the ordering of tasks at each node is done directly through the spatial potential function. We then proceed to the derivation of the equations to update the multipliers , rst to increase a multiplier, then to decrease it. Finally, w e describe the algorithm and discuss the issues that come along with it.
Basic Idea
Each local problem consists of sorting activities loaded moves or empty m o ves allowed by upper bounds that can originate at that node. The spatial potential function at node i; t shows in the objective function of the local problem at node j; t , j;i whenever it is possible to move a vehicle from j; t , j;i t o i; t.
We need to nd values for i;t so that the set of decision variables obtained by solving the local problems for all nodes i; t returns a solution that is very close to the optimal solution of the original linear program stated in section 1. However, altering the values of for several nodes at the same time can have e ects di cult to account for. The idea behind the LAMA method is to carefully control the spatial potential function. By increasing or decreasing at one node per iteration we make one predictable change in the overall solution. To illustrate the e ect of increasing i;t , w e h a ve gure 4. This gure shows all the tasks that could possibly have n o d e i; t as a destination. In the current solution some of these tasks are covered, others are not. This gure also shows the ow augmenting path out of node i; t, to indicate which tasks an additional vehicle at node i; t w ould satisfy.
The fact that some of the tasks bound to node i; t w ere not assigned a vehicle may stem from two reasons: either there were no vehicles available at the origin node V j;t, j;i = 0 or, if there were, those particular tasks were not priced high enough to get a vehicle. If we increase i;t by a very small amount, it is likely the current solution will not change. But if we sharply increase i;t , node i; t could be ooded with vehicles. By increasing i;t by the right amount, call it + i;t , w e are able to cover one more task bound to node i; t, and thus increase V i;t by one unit. Let j be the origin of that task. The e ect of the correct increase in i;t can be seen in gure 5. By satisfying the task out of j; t , j;i bound to i; t, one vehicle out of j; t , j;i is diverted from its original path into i; t.
By applying the same strategy, w e can look at decreasing i;t and estimate the change in the objective function resulting from this decrease. One must expect that decreasing i;t decreases the supply of vehicles at node i; t, but may result in an increase in the supply at some other node, which might h a ve a v ery desirable global e ect.
In the coming section we derive the equations to compute + i;t and , i;t and the corresponding changes in the objective function: G + i;t and G , i;t .
Increasing the Spatial Potential Function
Let us look at increasing the multiplier i;t . Whenever i; t is the destination node for a task in a local problem, i;t must appear in its objective function. The multiplier i;t must then appear in the local problems at nodes k;t, k;i , for all k 2 C . Consider the local problem at node k;t, k;i and assume that V k;t, k;i 0. If we assume otherwise V k;t, k;i = 0, regardless of the increase in i;t , there will be no vehicle directed from k;t, k;i t o i; t.
As the local problem reduces to sorting the variables in 34 by their coe cients, let the decreasing sequence K = f c 1 ; c 2 ; :::; c n g, where c 1 c 2 ::: c n , represent the ordered coe cients for the n tasks at k;t, k;i , as illustrated by gure 6. These tasks can be either loads or empty m o ves allowed by positive upper bounds out of node k;t, k;i . If task m is a load, then c m = r l;t, k;i + i;t . If task m is an empty m o ve then c m = ,c k;i + i;t . Let P k;t, k;i i be the set of indices for tasks in k;t, k;i h a ving i as the destination terminal. When solving the local problem at node k;t, k;i , the rst V k;t, k;i tasks in the sequence K would be assigned a vehicle. Let c v be the lowest coefcient among all tasks being assigned a vehicle where the task has a destination node other than i; t the number c v should be indexed by the origin node k;t , k;i and the destination node i; t; we suppress this indexing to reduce notational clutter. Suppose there exists a task in node k;t, k;i h a ving node i; t as its destination where this task is not among those that are assigned a v ehicle in the current solution. Let p be its index in the sequence K. Then by increasing i;t , w e can alter the ordering of the tasks at node k;t, k;i so that this task will be assigned a vehicle, increasing the numb e r o f v ehicles owing towards i; t. We are looking for the smallest increase in i;t that results in one more unit of ow being directed from k;t , k;i t o i; t. As there might be more than one task at node k;t, k;i bound to terminal i, w e compute the increase in i;t by + k;t, k;i i = min The value + k;t, k;i i is the smallest increase in i;t that would result in increasing the ow o f v ehicles between node k;t, k;i and node i; t b y at least one. Of course, equation 35 creates a tie which w e can break by incrementing + by a small amount. We need the smallest increase in i;t that will divert one vehicle towards i; t, regardless of where it comes from, increasing V i;t by one The increase in i;t resulted in y j;i;t, j;i increasing by one unit. and suppose that there exists t 0 t , j;i such that:
Thus the increase in i;t results in x l;t, k;i increasing from zero to one. As there can only be one time to serve a load, it also implies that x l;t 0 decreases, i.e.,x l;t 0 = 0 . W e do not present the proof of the result for this case. However, it is similar to the derivation of Using the same approach, we can nd , i;t , the amount b y which w e m ust decrease i;t in order to reduce V i;t by one unit, and derive G , i;t , the resulting impact in the objective function.
We again resort to the decreasing sequence of coe cients K = f c 1 ; c 2 ; :::; c n g in the objective function for the n tasks at node k;t , k;i . We de ne the set P k;t, k;i i as before. The rst V k;t, k;i tasks would be assigned a vehicle. If c v is the coe cient of the lowest valued task that is assigned a vehicle that is not headed to node i; t, then c v+1 is the coe cient of the highest valued task among those rejected not headed for i; t. Let us assume that there exists a task in k;t , k;i h a ving node i; t as its destination and that this task is assigned a vehicle in the current solution. If there is no task satisfying these conditions, the ow o f v ehicles between nodes k;t, k;i and i; t is already at its lowest level, i.e., no ow. Let c p be the coe cient of a task satisfying these conditions in our ordered sequence. As there might be more than one task in node k;t, k;i bound to terminal i, w e then compute the decrease in i;t by , k;t, k;i i = min
The value , k;t, k;i i is the smallest decrease in i;t that would result in decreasing the ow o f vehicles between node k;t, k;i and node i; t b y one again, we m a y need to add an incremental amount for tie-breaking purposes. We need the smallest decrease in i;t that will divert one vehicle away from i; t, decreasing V i;t by one unit: , i;t = min k2C f , k;t, k;i ig 49
Let j be the origin that solves 49. We then compute the increase in the objective function G resulting from decreasing i;t by , i;t . Let this impact be G , i;t . Letx andŷ be the current solution of the local problem at node j; t , j;i andx andỹ represent the solution of the local problem at the same node with i;t decreased by , i;t . W e compute the di erences:
X , l;t, j;i =x l;t, j;i ,x l;t, j;i 8l 2 L j;i;t, j;i 50 Y , j;i;t, j;i =ỹ j;i;t, j;i ,ŷ j;i;t, j;i 51 Again, we arrive at three cases: By solving the local problems at each terminal for all times from time t = 0 to the end of the planning horizon Forward Pass, we get a feasible solution to the problem originally stated as an integer program. Then, by using the equations from section 1.3 we can approximate the gradients of the objective function G with respect to to the number of vehicles at each n o d e Backward Pass. These gradients can be used to adjust the upper bound controls and or adjust the multipliers Control Adjustment.
By changing several upper bounds and or changing several multipliers in the same iteration we m a y a ect the objective function in an unexpected manner, as the impact of every change is estimated using marginal values. As an example, we h a ve found that very seldom is 2 + i;t a good predictor of the downstream value of adding two v ehicles to node i; t.
In order to obtain initial estimates for the upper bound values running a limited number of iterations we c hose to follow the strategy outlined in Powell & Carvalho 1998a . Initially, the upper bounds are set to zero. By using the gradient estimates , a gradient step is performed on u using the steepest ascent direction. The spatial potential function is computed as in the subgradient algorithm equation 25 with the value of the smoothing factor set to = 0 :15. This procedure is used in the rst 50 iterations and is regarded as the initialization step. Let ! k represent the gradient v ector in iteration k. The control vector u for iteration k + 1 is updated by u k+1 = u k + s k ! k 56 where the step size s k is computed by
where k is a coe cient for which w e h a ve c hosen the initial value 1 = 0 :5 and is halved whenever ve iterations are performed without improvement in the objective function. G u k and G l k are upper and lower bounds on the objective function. For the lower bound, we use the best value of G found up to iteration k for G l k . F or the upper bound, we h a ve t wo c hoices: one quick and approximate, and the second slower but more strict. The rst would involve optimally solving a static approximation of the problem. This is not strictly an upper bound, because it implicitly enforces ow conservation constraints at the beginning and ending of the planning interval. However, because it relaxes all timing restrictions, this will generally give an upper bound for all but the shortest planning horizons. A strict bound can be obtained by solving the LP relaxation. This is much more expensive, but it can be done and does provide a true bound. We c hose the latter approach primarily because we already had to calculate it but it is generally well known that subgradient stepsize formulas are not especially sensitive to the choice of upper and lower bound. This procedure leads to non-integer values for u. Therefore, whenever using the values obtained by using 56 they are rounded to the closest integer.
The idea behind the LAMA method is to carefully control u and so that between any t wo iterations, the actual change in the objective function is always very close to the expected change. In order to accomplish this, after the initialization step of 50 iterations, we only change one upper bound or one multiplier per iteration. So, we alternate between iterations where one upper bound is adjusted or the spatial potential function at one node is updated.
Updating an upper bound: The procedure to update an upper bound consists of employing a coordinate search. First, the gradients + and , are computed as in equations 32 and 33. Let W = fw 1 ; w 2 ; :::; w N g be the set of gradient v alues, where an element w n represent s a v alue + i;j;t or , i;j;t . Let`n be the corresponding element, which might b e i; j; t + or i; j; t , . So, if`n = i; j; t + , then w n = + i;j;t . W e increase or decrease the upper bound on the link that corresponds to the highest valued w n by one unit depending on whether`n = i; j; t + or`n = i; j; t , . be the highest-valued element. We increase or decrease i;t by the corresponding i;t , depending on whether`m ax = i; t + or`m ax = i; t , .
However, our preliminary runs have shown that after running many iterations it is very likely that no upper bound and no multiplier can be adjusted yielding an improvement in the objective function. This is due to our restrictive policy of small changes from iteration to iteration. We then added a perturbation step on the multipliers, which w e describe below, arriving at the iterative procedure shown in gure 7.
Perturbation step on the spatial potential function: The perturbation step on the multipliers consists of slightly altering their values so that they get a little closer to the values of the gradients . Whenever we get to iteration n and no upper bounds or multipliers can be adjusted improving the overall objective function, we update the multipliers for iteration n + 1 using: n+1 i;t = 1 , n i;t + n i;t 58 where = 0 :01.
We c hose to run a total of 500 iterations, because very little, if any additional improvement a t all could be obtained by running more iterations.
Numerical Results
We use two measures of performance. The rst one is the CPU ratio, which is the ratio between the CPU time that our linear solver, CPLEX, took to nd the optimal solution of the linear program and the CPU time to run the 500 iterations of the LAMA method. The second measure of performance is the OPT ratio, which is the ratio between the value of the objective function obtained by the LAMA method and the optimal value obtained by CPLEX. Table 1 shows the data sets used to evaluate the performance of the LAMA method. Figure 8 shows the evolution of the objective function through 500 iterations for data set 1 using the LAMA and the subgradient algorithm. The rst 50 iterations are performed using the gradient step procedure to adjust the upper bounds. On subsequent iterations, the small drops in the CPU ratio for LAMA are the result of resorting to the overall perturbation of the multipliers by a small percentage of the value of the gradients . This gure shows that the LAMA method returns better solutions and also has a much more stable objective function. The stability arises because the more controlled changes in reduces the shu ing of which loads are served and when. Large changes to the vector can shift the prioritization of tasks at each point in time, which i n troduces tremendous downstream instabilities in problems with long planning horizons.
The data sets in table 1 are identical to those used in Powell & Carvalho 1998a . The results obtained in that work using the subgradient algorithm are reproduced in table 2 together with the results obtained by using the LAMA method. Clearly, the LAMA method returns results that are closer to the optimal solution at the expense of more computation time. Note: the CPU times for the LAMA algorithm exclude the time required to obtain the linear relaxation used * * * ** * * ** ****** **** ** *** ** ** * * * **** * * * * ** ** **** ********* * **** ** * * *** ** *** ** * ** * ** * * * ****** ** ** * ***** ** ** ** *** * * * * * * in the Forward Pass changes very little from iteration to iteration. Also, LAMA takes a slightly longer time per iteration, due to the additonal computation required to estimate the variations in the spatial potential function and in the objective function. For data set 1, the subgradient algorithm took an average of 0:687 seconds per iteration, while the LAMA method took 0:754 seconds. The increase in computation time per iteration is roughly 10 percent.
Conclusion
This paper shows that the LAMA algorithm produces better objective functions than the subgradient algorithm originally presented in Powell & Carvalho 1998a . This result, however, is reached at the expense of longer CPU times. Out of the 21 data sets, 16 resulted in solutions that were within 2.0 percent of the optimal value of the linear relaxation. Some of this gap is due to the integrality constraints. Hane, Barnhart, Johnson, Marsten, Nemhauser & Sigismondi 1995 reports integrality gaps of up to 0.2 percent for problems with similar structure but which are much smaller. Thus, we expect that only a fraction of our optimality gap is due to integrality. Some of the gap is due to the use of simple adjustment strategies for the control vector u. This paper shows that some of the optimality gap reported in Powell & Carvalho 1998a is due to the instabilities in the gradient adjustment strategy originally proposed in that paper.
This paper also demonstrates the potential of a control theoretic formulation. This approach is inherently hierarchical, which o ers advantages for problems in areas such as rail and container shipping where many decisions are made locally. The experimental work in this paper suggests that it is possible for these problems to be solved locally, given the right network information contained in the control vector ;u. Of particular interest is the high quality obtained using this approach.
The ultimate goal of this research is not to produce an algorithm that provides optimal solutions for simple, deterministic eet management problems, but rather to provide a tool that has the exibility to solve m uch more complex problems, as well as to handle the uncertainties that always accompany these problems. For example, Powell & Carvalho 1998b uses the method to optimize the ows of atcars for a railroad. The loads" to be moved are trailers and containers that are placed on top of the atcars in various con gurations. The LQN formulation allowed us to relatively easily handle the complex rules governing the con gurations of trailers and containers that would t on a particular type of atcar.
